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Subgenre Special: Historical Romances 
By Bethany Latham 
 

 
Admitted or not, you've probably read a bodice ripper (maybe just skimmed for the "good" parts). 
While steamy romances can be set in any era, escapism escalates when the setting is historical. 
Historical romances owe much to the 19th century (Jane Austen is the mother of the Regency 
romance); contemporary when written, time made these classics historical, and countless 
romances have built upon their foundation. Let's take a look. 
 

M.C. Escher of Subgenres… 
 
Subgenres within subgenres -- historical romance is a bit of a rabbit hole. Itself a subgenre of 
historical fiction, it can be subdivided into clean and dirrrrrrty. Many types lie within these 
categories. The classics and original Regencies (Austen, Georgette Heyer, et al.) were chaste, novels 
of manners ending happily ever after for a heroine who conducted herself with propriety. Current 
Regencies often feature hearty doses of sex and anachronistically "liberated" heroines. Other 
popular periods include medieval (usually Scotland -- men in kilts), Victorian, and the Gilded Age. 
Historical romance with a strong mystery element (e.g, Anna Lee Huber, Brenda Joyce, Amanda 
Quick) is also popular. It's helpful to know which (chaste or erotic) your patron has in mind, and for 
all the aphorisms about judging books by covers, formulaic historical romance covers help easily 
distinguish type. Attractive woman with frock slippage, sexy man with chest bared, or the pair of 
them in "the clinch" (also with clothes oddly affected by gravity) = erotic romance. In these works, 
historical ambiance serves as set dressing, taking a backseat to situations which throw the lovers 
together, separate them (through initial animosity, misunderstanding, or machination), and then 
climax with earth-movement and toe-curling. Caveat emptor: if historicity is your thing, this isn't 
the subgenre for you -- stick with historical fiction featuring a romantic plotline. What's the 
difference? To paraphrase Justice Stewart, you know it when you see it. The Duke of Her Desire by 
Sophie Barnes is historical romance; Never Anyone But You by Rupert Thompson isn't. 
 

No Consummation Here 
 
There are chaste romances due to the period in which they were written, and there are 
inspirational romances. These feature a romantic plotline, with a heroine relying on her unfailing 
moral compass to overcome hardship. Her prize: a good man -- or one who was a little bad but is 
refined from baser material into a purer specimen through the forge of her Christian example. 
They'll live happily (sexlessly) ever after. Like their steamier sisters, inspirationals are 
distinguishable by their covers: only the heroine (fully and modestly clothed), looking off into the 
distance, or as a headless bodice. Their snowball downhill moment came with biblical-era stories 
and the Amish romance; now the American Revolutionary and Civil War periods, Victorian era, 
Gilded Age, Edwardian era, and World War II are favored. 
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Guilty and Not-So-Guilty Pleasures 
 
For chaste romance, consider the classics and their imitators, or inspirational fiction. Jane Austen, 
Georgette Heyer, Julianne Donaldson, Sarah M. Eden, Julie Klassen, Josi S. Kilpack, Tamera 
Alexander, Carrie Turansky, Carolyn Miller -- the list is endless. 
 

For traditional bodice-ripping, the choices are equally infinite. A few standouts: 
 
Prolific Amanda Quick (aka Jayne Ann Krentz) leavens the spicier bits with intrigue. She has a 
penchant for the Regency period, but has written in several historical eras. Try The River Knows for 
a witty, suspenseful romance with a Victorian setting. 
 
Amanda Scott is near inexhaustible, specializing in the glory of the kilted male. The Laird's Choice, 
set in fifteenth-century Scotland, is a prime example of Scott's style. 
 
Lisa Kleypas is a RITA award winner who gets consistently high marks for tales of aristocratic 
romance, where dashingly handsome coincides with wealthy. Cold-Hearted Rake showcases Klepas' 
ability to combine sensuality with a convincing Victorian backdrop. 
 
Johanna Lindsey has ranged from Regency to American West. One of her recent offerings, Marry 
Me By Sundown, pits a sexy, rugged hero against a Gilded Age socialite. 
 
Kelly Bowen is another RITA winner who's a deft hand at eroticizing the Regency period. Duke of 
My Heart has everything historical romance fans could wish for -- well-written characters, tension, 
and plenty of passion. 
 
Tips for Further Exploration 
 
For inspirationals, check out the major publishers: Multnomah, Tyndale, Bethany House, Revell, 
Thomas Nelson. Visit the Historical Novel Society website (https://historicalnovelsociety.org) and 
use the genre tag for "inspirational" -- you'll get a list of hundreds, with reviews. Same goes for the 
"romance" genre. You can also consult the lists for major romance publishers: Avon, Zebra, 
Harlequin, Forever, Harper Impulse, et al. Finally, look at the Romance Writers of America's RITA 
Awards -- there's a historical romance category.  
 

If It Ain't Broke… 
 
Historical settings ebb and flow in popularity, though Regency is a mainstay. Historical romances 
have remained virtually unchanged in formula over the past couple of decades, and there doesn't 
seem to be a need for evolution -- popularity hasn't waned. New developments include a 
mainstream introduction of LGBTQ and the proliferation of self-published romances. Accessible 
platforms, Amazon marketing, and well-managed social media outreach ensure that indie 
romances often show up in lists beside their traditionally-published sisters. While some have little 
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editing, are not well-written or presented and thus best avoided, others are the opposite, on par 
with mainstream. Some formerly mainstream authors have now gone indie, and/or re-publish their 
backlists independently. 
 
So settle in for the period and type of your choice (clean or dirrrrty -- no judgment here) and enjoy 
a world where the clothes are sumptuous but often fleeting, the guys are sexy, the women end up 
fully satisfied, and we all live happily ever after. 
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